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Question 1

A primary B+ tree index exists for a file. Assume the memory is large enough so that top levels of the
index can be copied to memory. Only the lowest level of the index and the file itself are too large to be
copied fully to memory. Determine how many page I/O (block reads and writes) is required for each of
these operations. Justify your answers.

(a) Finding a record given the primary key value.
(b) Inserting a new record in file (no splits).
(c) Inserting a new record in file resulting in data page split (but no splits in index pages).
(d) Deleting a record resulting in data page combination.

Question 2

A file with 1,000,000 records has a B+ tree primary index. Calculate the possible minimum and maximum
height of the B+ tree index. Use the following information:
record size: 100 bytes
key size: 8 bytes
pointer size: 8 bytes
bock size: 4 K bytes.

Question 3

How long does it take to read 100,000 blocks of data
a. Sequentially
b. Randomly.

Use the following parameters:
Average seek time: 5 ms
Average rotational delay: 4 ms
Data transfer rate: 50 MB per second
Block size: 4 KB

Question 3

(i) Construct a B+ tree for the following set of key values (1, 3, 5, 7, 11, 17, 19, 23, 29, 31).
Assume the tree is initially empty and values are added in ascending order. Assume number of pointers
that can fit in one node is 4. Assume each block of data holds one record.

(ii) Show the B+ tree after each of the following operations
a. insert 9
b. insert 10
c. insert 8
d. delete 23
e. delete 19


